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Abstract : This paper deals with motion planning

for a mobile robot on rough terrain. We proposed in [9]

a geometrical planner for articulated robots which can

take into account uncertainty on the terrain and on

the position of the robot. This paper aims at improving

the robustness of the trajectory using landmark based

approach.

We consider regions of the terrain where natural

landmarks are visible. We propose a two-step plan-

ning approach taking advantage of these regions to re-

duce position uncertainty. First a path is determined

between the initial and goal con�gurations, based on

simpli�ed models of the constraints. Then a trajectory

is planned along this path, verifying the validity and

visibility constraints.

1 Introduction

Recent success of Sojourner rover mission on Mars

gave a new fervor to planetary exploration with

robots. Future missions may include complex tasks :

pick up samples, long range displacements,. . .A higher

level of autonomy may be required to perform such

missions, Autonomous navigation on natural terrain

remains however a complex and challenging problem.

Several systems for outdoor navigation have been

developed. The Rocky robots [15] from Jet Propul-

sion Laboratory can reach speci�ed positions, using

a behavior control approach [12, 7]. Nomad [1] from

Carnegie Mellon University operated more than 200

kilometers using various navigationmodes (principally

teleoperation). Another system from CMU, Navlab

also performed autonomous navigation on natural ter-

rain [17].

The adaptative navigation approach developed at

LAAS within the framework of the EDEN experi-

ment [3] demonstrated autonomous short-range navi-

gation in a natural environment gradually discovered

by the robot. The approach combines various naviga-

tion modes (reex, 2D and 3D) in order to adapt the

robot behavior to the complexity of the environment.

This paper addresses the problem of motion plan-

ning for the 3D navigation mode [14], selected when

very rugged terrain has to be crossed by the robot. On

uneven or highly cluttered areas, the obstacle notion

is closely linked with the constraints on the robot at-

titude. Planning a trajectory on such areas requires a

detailed modeling of the terrain and also of the robot's

locomotion system. Several contributions recently ad-

dressed motion planning [16, 13, 10, 9, 6, 5].

In the navigation experiments [14] performed using the

planning algorithms of [16] , motion control was lim-

ited to executing the paths returned by this planner

by relying on odometry and inertial data. The un-

predictable and cumulative errors generated by these

sensors, especially signi�cant on uneven and slippery

areas, often caused important deviations leading to

a lack of robustness at execution. To overcome this

problem, the robot may be equipped with environment

sensors (e.g. cameras) that can provide additional in-

formation by identifying appropriate features of the

terrain. Localization on these features allow to over-

come the problem of cumulative errors. It however

introduces new constraints; in particular the visibil-

ity of the terrain features has to be checked along the

trajectory. Some contributions addressed this problem

(e.g. [8, 11, 4]).

In this paper we extend the motion planner pro-

posed in [16, 9] in order to consider a set of given

landmarks (e.g. terrain peaks). The landmarks parti-

tion the terrain into regions where they remain visible

from the robot's sensor. The approach allows to pro-

duce trajectories that remain, if necessary, inside these

regions where the robot can navigate with respect to

the given landmarks using closed-loop primitives rely-

ing onto the sensor's data.



2 The planning approach

2.1 Problem statement

We consider a geometric model of an articulated

robot shown on Figure 1, right. The robot is com-

posed of three axles linked by passive joints allowing

to adapt its shape to the terrain relief, like Marsokhod

robot LAMA (see Fig. 1, left). The terrain is de-

scribed by surface patches de�ned from an elevation

map in z associated with a regular grid in (x; y). A

con�guration is a vector q = (x; y; �) specifying the

horizontal position/heading of the robot in the global

frame. Additional parameters r(q) describing the an-

gles of the articulations are determined from con�gu-

ration q.

Figure 1: Example of placement - The mobile robot

LAMA

The terrain model also contains a set of point land-

marks corresponding to major terrain features that

the robot should be able to track at execution. When-

ever possible, landmarks are used to localize the robot;

otherwise odometry is used, involving a growing posi-

tion uncertainty along the trajectory.

Consequently, the motion planner must take into ac-

count:

� validity constraints related to the safety of the

motion (e.g. stability of the vehicle, collision

avoidance with the terrain and mechanical lim-

its);

� visibility constraints which represent the abil-

ity of the robot to detect one or a set of landmarks

from a given con�guration;

� position uncertainty along the trajectory.

The planned trajectory is a sequence of valid con�g-

urations between initial and goal con�gurations q

init

and q

goal

. It also indicates the landmarks the robot

should track during execution.

2.2 A two-step approach

In order to limit the complexity of the problem,

the constraints are not considered simultaneously. We

propose a motion planner based on the following two-

step approach:

� the �rst step is based on simpli�ed models of the

constraints in order to obtain a 2D trajectory

called path. This path is composed of portions

where landmarks are visible and others where no

landmark can be used during execution;

� in the second step, a 3D trajectory is planned

along the path. This trajectory must verify the

validity constraints, and along portions for which

landmarks are visible, the visibility constraints for

these landmarks must also be veri�ed.

The �nal trajectory is thus a sequence of trajectories

alternately verifying or not the visibility of landmarks.

The main advantage of this approach is that the se-

lection of the landmarks is done in the �rst step, with

simpli�ed models. The visibility constraints are then

tested with these landmarks when it is necessary in

the second step. Another advantage is that trajectory

planning is fast because search is only done along the

path and not all over the terrain.

The following sections describe the two steps, called

path planning and trajectory planning.

3 Path planning

This step consists in determining a path, i.e. a se-

quence of points (x

i

; y

j

) on a grid with the same dis-

cretization as the terrain model. Initial point P

init

of

the path is the nearest point on the grid from initial

con�guration q

init

(the same for P

goal

).

A numerical propagation on the grid, initiated at P

init

,

is used to determine the path. It is based on simpli�ed

2D models of the constraints.

3.1 Constraint models

In order to check the constraints without computing

the complete robot placement (q; r(q)), 2D models are

presented, relying on position P (x

P

; y

P

) of the robot.

To guarantee a correct link with the trajectory plan-

ning step, it is important that these 2D constraints

reect well the 3D ones.

3.1.1 Validity

A cost bitmap is computed by evaluating for each

point of the terrain model, the slope and the roughness

of a circular domainCD centered at this position, with

a radius related to the size of the robot. It represents

the di�culty for the robot to cross the domain (see

Fig. 2).

3.1.2 Landmark visibility

The sensor position is estimated from the circular

domain CD representing the robot (see Fig.3) : S is



Figure 2: A terrain model and the associated cost

bitmap

n

P
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Figure 3: Landmark visibility from position P

placed on normal ~n to domain CD at P , and its po-

sition only depends on the position of the robot. In

this case, two constraints must be veri�ed to detect

the landmark :

� �eld of view constraint : the distance between

sensor S and landmark L is within some limit

values;

� non-occultation constraint : L is not hidden by

the terrain i.e. segment [SL] does not intersect

the terrain.

For each point of the terrain respecting the �rst con-

straint, the second one is tested, using the e�cient

collision checker developped for the trajectory plan-

ner [9]. A visibility region is thus associated to each

landmark, de�ned by the set of points respecting both

constraints (see Fig.4).

Figure 4: Landmark visibility region

3.1.3 Position uncertainty

For a position P , the uncertainty is represented by

a circular domain centered in P , and with a radius I.

The value of I depends on the path followed and the

localizations on landmarks (see Fig. 5).

Cost value �

P

at P with uncertainty I is the maximal

value of the cost bitmap on the domain centered at P

and with a radius I.

Out of visibility regions uncertainty grows pro-

portionally to distance and terrain di�culty :

I

B

= I

A

+ f(d

AB

;�

B

)

In visibility regions uncertainty is computed in

two steps (see Fig. 5). First uncertainty without local-

ization is evaluated as presented above (e.g. on Fig. 5

I

0

E

= I

D

+ f(d

DE

;�

E

)). Then a localization model is

used :
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where fL

i

g

i=1::n

is the set of visible landmarks from

the current position, d

i

is the distance between the

sensor and landmark L

i

, and D

max

is the higher dis-

tance allowing to detect a landmark.
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Figure 5: Uncertainty along a path on the grid

3.2 The propagation algorithm

Path search is based on a numerical propagation

technique, similar to the one used in [2].

The propagation consists in a wavefront expansion of

a numerical potential, obtained by integrating the cost

(see section 3.1.1) and the uncertainty (see section

3.1.3) across the grid, starting from P

init

. Each node

B of the propagation contains the following informa-

tions :

� position on the grid (x

B

; y

B

) ;

� cost �

B

;

� potential �

B

= �

A

+d

AB

:�

B

(A : previous node) ;

� uncertainty I

B

as presented in x3.1.3 ;

� link to the previous node A.



The propagation starts form the �rst node with

�

init

= 0 and stops when the wavefront reaches the

goal P

goal

. The solution path is then obtained by

chaining the nodes back to the �rst one.

3.2.1 Propagation out of visibility regions

In this case, no localization on landmark is possi-

ble. Consequently potential �

B

and uncertainty I

B

increase the same way, depending on the di�culty of

the terrain.

For each node, cost, potential and uncertainty are

evaluated. The node is then placed in a list sorted by

cost and potential values. The wavefront expansion

thus simultaneously considers the local terrain di�-

culty and the global cost of the followed path.

At each iteration, the �rst node of the list is expanded,

using a 8-neighbor propagation. A new node is created

if there is no other node corresponding to the same

point (x

i

; y

j

) of the grid. Node creation is also forbid-

den if uncertainty exceeds a bound I

max

, in order to

limit path search to realist values of uncertainty.

The propagation stops when the list is empty (fail-

ure), or when the wavefront reaches the node corre-

sponding to P

goal

. If uncertainty I

goal

is lower than

the expected limit I

max

goal

(6 I

max

), a solution is found.

Otherwise, the goal cannot be reached by the robot

within the given uncertainty limits I

max

goal

and I

max

.

3.2.2 Localization on landmarks

The position uncertainty decreases when a localiza-

tion is performed in a landmark visibility region. Path

planning takes into account localization with the un-

certainty model presented in x3.1.3. Consequently, for

a given uncertainty limit I

max

, the wavefront propa-

gation covers a wider area than previously.

Modi�cations to the propagation algorithm concern

the node expansion. Node creation now depends on

the following conditions :

� uncertainty is lower than I

max

;

� there is no node corresponding to the same posi-

tion, or :

� after a localization, the uncertainty of the new

node is lower than the old node's one.

Consequently, for each visibility region reached by

the wavefront, a new wavefront propagation is per-

formed, overlapping the previous one. Various wave-

fronts can successively reach the goal, with di�erent

uncertainty values I

goal

. The propagation goes on

while I

goal

> I

max

goal

. The case where no wavefront

reach the goal with the expected uncertainty is con-

sidered as a failure.

The solution path is composed of portions in and out

a
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q
goal

Landmark
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●

Pinit

Pgoal

b

Pinit

Pgoal

c

d

Figure 6: Path planning

of the visibility regions. It is a sequence of positions

between P

init

and P

goal

for which an evaluation of the

uncertainty and the visible landmark are available.

3.3 Example

Figure 6 shows an example of path planning with

one landmark visibility region. Fig. 6-b and Fig. 6-c

present the wavefront propagations. Grey levels corre-

spond to uncertainty value (from light to dark). When

no localization is possible (b), uncertainty value is to

high and the propagation does not reach P

goal

. After

a localization onto the landmark (c), the propagation

reaches P

goal

. Fig. 6-d presents the solution path

onto the terrain. One may note that thanks to the

cost bitmap, the path avoids uneven terrain, so ensur-

ing consistency with the 3D validity constraints in the

trajectory planning step.

4 Trajectory planning

The path planner provides a sequence of portions

between P

init

and P

goal

, obtained with simpli�ed

models of the constraints. The trajectory planner then



searches for a trajectory (i.e. a sequence of con�gura-

tions q(x; y; �)) following the path and respecting the

validity constraints (cf. Fig. 7) and also the visibility

constraints. This planner is based on the algorithms

described in [9].

Figure 7: Examples of placement's constraints (collision, me-

chanical limits, stability)

4.1 Planning areas

The trajectory is searched on a domain called plan-

ning area around the portion of path. The area size

depends locally on the evaluated uncertainty along the

path. Trajectory planning is performed in two steps

on this area, as in [9] : a preprocessing step to compute

robot placements on the area, and then the planning

step itself.

4.2 Graph search

The planning step incrementally builds a graph of

discrete con�gurations that can be reached from the

initial con�guration by applying sequences of discrete

controls during a short time interval. The arcs of

the graph correspond to feasible portions of trajec-

tory, computed for a given control. Only the arcs ver-

ifying the validity constraints are considered during

the search. A numerical potential development is per-

formed to guide the search along the path (heuristic

function).

When the corresponding portion of path belongs to a

landmark visibility region, the visibility constraint of

this landmark is also tested along the arc. When the

landmark is not visible at some points, a penalty is

given to the associated arc for the search (if the land-

mark is not visible all along the arc, this one is not

considered).

4.3 Complete trajectory

For the �rst portion of trajectory, the search starts

at con�guration q

init

. It stops when the current con-

�guration is in a domain (dx; dy; d�) around the �nal

point of the portion of path. This domain prevents

from unexpected maneuvers near the goal. If the next

portion belongs to a visibility region, the last con�gu-

ration must also verify the visibility of the landmark.

The next portion of trajectory begins at the last con-

�guration of the previous portion, and so on until the

last portion, where the goal con�guration q

goal

must

be considered. The complete trajectory is then the se-

quence of portions between q

init

and q

goal

. It contains

information about landmark visibility, and the rela-

tive position between the robot and the landmarks in

order to move the sensor in the right direction.

5 Simulation results

The complete approach is illustrated onto a terrain

model containing two landmarks. Figure 8 shows the

corresponding visibility regions, the path found at the

path planning level, and also the uncertainty evolution

along the path.
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Figure 8: Path planning

The results of the trajectory planner are shown on

Figure 9. First the heuristic function is computed on

the planning area. Fig.9-a shows a planning area all

along the path, and the associated potential values,

leading to the goal. The planner then searches for a

a b

Figure 9: Trajectory planning



feasible trajectory, also respecting the visibility con-

straints. Fig.9-b presents the �nal trajectory. The

complete planning approach for this example required

less than one minute.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we considered the problem of ro-

bust motion planning for a robot on a rough terrain.

In order to improve the trajectory robustness, plan-

ning takes into account the presence of natural ter-

rain features that may allow to localize precisely the

robot. We proposed a two-step approach based on

various models of the constraints. The �rst step relies

on a numerical propagation to determine a 2D path.

The second step searches for a trajectory along this

path, respecting the validity and landmark visibility

constraints. Tests on various terrain models demon-

strated the ability of the planner to solve e�ciently

di�cult problems.

p
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